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On the cyber-auction-block for your bidding pleasure is an interesting & unusual metallic mineral mass 
recently recovered from a remote arid area of northern Nevada. 

This complete impressive individual specimen weighs in at more than 2 kg or
about four-and-one-half pounds.

It features a specific gravity in the same range as Nantan or Campo iron meteorites but doesn't 
oxidize right before your eyes. 

When cut, slices reveal an internal appearance similar to that of Dronino - a  high-nickel-content iron
meteorite. 

Externally, the surface has a glazed, partially melted look to it. 

For those who have requested that we list a good quality small specimen of this material - here you 
go.

This material has sold for $8.00 to more than $25 per pound since it first became available almost a 
year ago.  The mystery, controversy & debate regarding precisely what these enigmatic metallic
mineral masses actually are continues to this day but snag this specimen for $7.00/pound or less and 
you've got yourself a bargain... meteorite or not.

Go for the gusto & have a blast bidding!
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Shipping to anywhere in North America will be $10.50

FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.

Will ship to Worldwide.

Seller's payment instructions
PayPal, money orders, cheques. 

Payment methods accepted
 This seller, pelted-planet, prefers PayPal.

Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted
Learn about payment methods.
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* L O O K - Metallic Mineral Mystery Mass - Meteorite ?
Item title: * L O O K - Metallic Mineral Mystery Mass - Meteorite ?
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Your maximum bid: US $ (Enter US $0.99 or more)

Place Bid >   You will confirm in the next step.

eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum bid.
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